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WASHINGTON HISTORIC 
PRESERVATION COMMISSION 

AGENDA 

 

Regular Scheduled Meeting 
Tuesday, July 6, 2021 – 6:00 PM 

I. Opening of the meeting 

1. Newly Appointed Members Swearing Oath of Office 

2. Selection of a New Chair and Vice Chair 

II. Invocation 

III. Roll call 

IV. Approval of Minutes – Tuesday, June 1, 2021 

V.  Old Business  

1. A request has been made by JEN3 Properties, LLC, owner of 756 W 2nd Street, for a 
Certificate of Appropriateness for the following: 

a. Add a door to the back of the house. 

b. Add a 12’x10’ deck to the back of the house 

c. Remove existing steps and landing located at the back of the house 

d. Remove and fill in the door on the second floor at the rear of the house above the steps 
and landing 

e. Eliminate the side door and replace with siding to match the rest of the house 

f. Eliminate the side stoop 

2. A request has been made by East SUQ Properties, LLC, owner of 107 E 3rd Street, for a 
Certificate of Appropriateness for the following: 

a. Paint the building white. 

b. Remove and replace two 4’x7’ windows with two vinyl windows on the west side of the 
building 

c. Install four 4’x7’ vinyl windows on the north side of the building 

VI. Certificate of Appropriateness  

A. Major Works 

1. A request has been made by Charles & Peggy Moseley, owners of 424 E Water Street, 
for a Certificate of Appropriateness to construct a new single-family residence. 

2. A request has been made by Fortescue Investment Group, LLC, owner of 226 E Water 
Street, for a Certificate of Appropriateness for the following: 
a. Widen the front porch and roof. 

b. Build a deck at the back door and a 4’x4’ outdoor shower. 
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c. Demolish garage in the backyardRemove 3 trees and replace with new trees if 
required 

d. Remove two windows on the back of the house and one on the side of the house. One 
window will be installed on the back of the house and a frosted privacy window will be 
installed on the side of the house. 

e. Remove rear canopy and replace with black metal awning. 

B. Minor Works 

1. A request has been made by Alan & Jeanne Gindoff, owners of 625 E 2nd Street for a 
Certificate of Appropriateness for the following: 

a. Install a new privacy fence (June 1, 2021 Correction) 

b. HVAC change-out 

2. A request has been made by Jan Blackburn, owner of 202 S Academy Street, for a 
Certificate of Appropriateness to add a screen to the rear porch. 

3. A request has been made by William Potosky, owner of 189 W Main Street, for a Certificate 
of Appropriateness to install a new sign. 

4. A request has been made by Tom Cechulston, owner of 116 N Market Street, for a 
Certificate of Appropriateness to repair the upper level windows. 

5. A request has been made by Ana Joyner, owner of 229 Water Street, for a Certificate of 
Appropriateness to install wooden window shutters. 

6. A request has been made by Virginia Finnerty, owner of 400 E Main Street, for a Certificate 
of Appropriateness to install a 5’ wooden picket fence for the new pool. 

7. A request has been made by America Chavez, owner of 139 E Main Street, for a Certificate 
of Appropriateness to install a new sign. 

8. A request has been made by Steven & Victoria Rader, owners of 113 S Harvey Street, for 
a Certificate of Appropriateness to make exterior repairs with like materials. 

9. A request has been made by Carole Kenner, owner of 718 E Main Street, for a Certificate 
of Appropriateness to change-out an HVAC system. 

10. A request has been made  by Addled Dad, LLC, owner of 217 W Main Street, for a Certificate 
of Appropriateness to install a new sign on the river facing side of the building. 

VII. Other Business 

1. HPC Standards Update – Discussion Item 

2. Staff Update – Prevention of Demolition by Neglect 

VIII. Adjourn 

 



 
 

MINUTES 
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 
MEETING MINUTES 

 
Regular Scheduled Meeting 

Tuesday, June 1, 2021 – 6:00 PM 

 
 

I. Opening of the meeting 

o Vice-Chairman Scot Craigie led the meeting due to Charwoman Collen Knight resigning from the 
Commission.  

II. Invocation 

1. A moment of silence was taken. 

III. Roll Call 

1. Staff took a silent roll call.   

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

o Vice-Chairman Craigie, the City Council had a meeting with the Historic Commission. We were 
discussing talking to the State Preservation Office. We had a meeting in May with Staff, 
Chairwoman Finnerty, and Mike Wrenn, John Wood, Kristie Brantley, and Mitch Wilds. We 
discussed several things. The main topic of the meeting was looking at our guidelines in respect 
to modern materials. That was also part of the discussion with City Council when we met with 
them. They are going to send us more documentation and information regarding looking at 
alternate materials and the impact of what could come out of it if our guidelines happen to 
change. We’re currently investigating that. Once they get that information back to us, we will 
get that to the Commission Members and City Council. We have a couple request tonight that 
have to do with vinyl replacement windows. Since we will be looking at the Standards, I didn’t 
know if the applicants would like to withdraw their request and wait for future direction. 
Nothing has been decided, but we will be discussing and meeting with other Commission 
Members and Commissioners once we get the information from the State. This doesn’t mean 
there is going to be a change. It just means we are going to start looking at it. We don’t know a 
timeframe on this decision either. Staff, that will be up to the individual applicants if they want 
to wait until there is a future decision. If they do decided to wait, we do not know if there is 
going to be a change to the Design Standards. As mentioned, there is no timeframe for when 
that decision will be made. If the applicant decides to proceed, tonight and they are denied they 

Members Present 
Scot Craigie – Vice-Chairman 
Kathy Burdi 
Elizabeth Stallings 
Cheri Vaughn 
Scarlett Boutchyard 
Marian Booth 
 

Members Not Present 
 

Others Present 
Mike Dail, Director of Community and Cultural Services 

Domini Cunningham, Historic Preservation Planner 
Holli Y. Tetterton, Administrative Support Specialist 
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can return to the Commission if the Standards change in the future. The applicants will need to 
decide if they want to continue tonight or withdraw their application. 

o All applicants decided to proceed and no applications were withdrawn.  

IV. Old Business 

1. A request has been made by Beaufort County, owner of 111 W 2nd Street, for a Certificate of 
Appropriateness to make the following changes: 

a.  Change out 24 windows for vinyl windows 

b. Brick in one window 

o Vice-Chairman Craigie, we need to go ahead and discuss the minutes from last month and make 
sure everybody read them. The first order of business will be old business. Several 
Commissioners were not here last month and need to be up to date on the Old Business. Staff,  
for 111 West Second Street all that can happen with that one is that you can repeat the motion 
that was made last month, and Scarlett Boutchyard, Marian Booth, and Cheri Vaughn Marion 
would have the opportunity to vote . That would complete that applications public hearing. 
Vice-Chairman Craigie confirmed with the three voting members that they had read and 
understood the minutes from last month’s meeting.  

o Vice-Chairman Craigie, I made the motion that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a 
Certificate of Appropriateness to Beaufort County to make the above changes on the property 
located at 111 W 2nd Street. The motion is based on the following Findings of Fact: the application 
is congruous with Historic Preservation Commission Design Guidelines specifically 1.6 Ties to 
Other Codes and Guidelines, specifically alterations to State and National Guidelines. Kathy Burdi 
seconded the motion.  Chairwoman Knight asked: do you not want to make a clarification as to 
why you’re approving it? Vice-Chairman Craigie, myself, 1.6 states, “Being in a locally designated 
historic district or a National Register Historic District does not require the property owner to 
follow any particular state or federal guidelines for preservation.”  All present members voted, 2 
in favor and 2 opposed (record below). The motion did not pass. The applicant decided to return 
and it came forward as Old Business tonight.   

 Cheri Vaughn, Scarlet Boutchyard, and Marian Booth cast their vote, record below.  

 The final vote was 3 in favor and 4 opposed. The motion did not pass.  

 Record of Vote: 

YES NO COMMISSION MEMBER MOTION 
 X Colleen Knight   

X  Scot Craigie MADE THE MOTION  
 X Cheri Vaughn – Previously Absent  

X  Kathy Burdi 2ND THE MOTION 
 X Scarlett Boutchyard - Previously Absent  
 X Elizabeth Stallings  

X  Marian Booth - Previously Absent  
 

V. Certificate of Appropriateness 

2. Major Works 

o Staff swore in Steve Wade and Michael Jahn. 
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(Agenda items 1 and 2, below, were presented and voted on together.) 

1. A request has been made by Beacon Street Moss, LLC, owner of 411 Moss Way, for a Certificate of 
Appropriateness to construct a new single-family home. 

2. A request has been made by Beacon Street Moss, LLC, owner of 415 Moss Way, for a Certificate of 
Appropriateness to construct a new single-family home.  

o Steve Wade, builder for Beacon Street Moss, we have two homes that we are proposing as a 
major work. They will be lot 3 and lot 5. The architectural value, details, and materials will remain 
the same as ones that the Commission has approved in the past. There won’t be any changes, 
except for the elevations are a little different.  

o Vice-Chairman Craigie, everything is going to be the same as the other Moss Landing homes? Mr. 
Wade, yes, as far as detail, scale, and architectural integrity, it will compliment what we already 
have.  

o Vice-Chairman Craigie asked if the Commission had any questions. There were none.  

o Vice-Chairman Craigie opened the public hearing. There were no comments.  

o Vice-Chairman Craigie closed the public hearing.  

o Vice-Chairman Craigie brought it back to the table for the Commission to discuss. There were no 
comments. 

o Vice-Chairman Craigie asked for a motion.   
 

 Scarlett Boutchyard made a motion that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a 
Certificate of Appropriateness to Beacon Street Moss, LLC to make the above changes on the 
property located at 411 Moss Way as well as 415 Moss Way. The motion is based on the 
following Findings of Facts: the application is congruous with the Historic Preservation 
Commission Design Guidelines specifically, 4.1-Landscaping, 4.2-Lighting, 4.3-Parking, 
Driveways and Sidewalks, 5.2-Residential Constructions, 5.4-Decks. Elizabeth Stallings 
seconded the motion. All Commission members voted, 6 in favor and 0 opposed. The motion 
passed. Record of vote below. 

 

 Record of Vote: 

YES NO COMMISSION MEMBER MOTION 
--- --- OPEN SEAT  
X  Scot Craigie  
X  Cheri Vaughn   
X  Kathy Burdi  
X  Scarlett Boutchyard  MADE THE MOTION 
X  Elizabeth Stallings 2ND THE MOTION 
X  Marian Booth    

3. A request has been made by JEN 3 Properties, LLC, owner of 756 W 2nd Street, for a Certificate of 
Appropriateness for the following: 

a. Add a door to the back of the house. 

b. Add a 12’x10’ deck to the back of the house 

c. Remove existing steps and landing located at the back of the house 
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d. Remove and fill in the door on the second floor at the rear of the house above the steps and 
landing. 

o This agenda item was not presented or voted on, as there was no one to make the presentation. 
It was continued to the next meeting.  

4. A request has been made by East SUQ Properties, LLC, owner of 107 E 3rd Street, for a Certificate 
of Appropriateness for the following: 

a. Paint the building white 

b. Remove and replace two 4’x7’ windows with vinyl windows 

c. Remove four 2’x7’ windows and replace them with four 4’x7’ vinyl windows  

o Mr. Jahn, C. Michael Construction, I’m here for Jim Wells. He couldn’t make it this evening. The 
owner wants to paint the brick building white. He likes the clean, sharp look. We also have some 
exterior repairs to do to the structure of the building to seal it back up from previous 
penetrations over the years. This would allow us not to have to worry about matching the brick 
color. You will never match that brick the same. There will always be some discoloration there. 
To the right, left, and across the street there are painted buildings. I know the Commission does 
not usually like painted buildings, usually I don’t like it either. This building is just a square, brick 
building. Honestly, I think we should paint this one. We are also looking to replace windows with 
vinyl windows. There is one window on the side that is currently an aluminum clad, quad, louver 
window. There is a long panel that opens out at the bottom. The only place I have every really 
seen these windows, from a contracting point of view, would be a warehouse. We see them 
commonly in old storage buildings. The owner wants to go back with big picture windows. They 
would let a lot of natural light into the building. We are not taking out a wood window, so I 
would like to be able to use the vinyl. Over the last twenty years, vinyl windows have come a 
long way. It sounds like the Commission is about to look at the stats on them. The frames are as 
strong as steel. There is less air infiltration than would be from a wood window frame. We also 
want to open up two front windows that are small. We want to make them the same size as the 
existing window on the side of the building and just not use the louver style.  

o Vice-Chairman Craigie, do you know what year was the building built? Mr. Jahn, I believe it was 
in the ‘80s. 

o Ms. Vaughn, we don’t have a picture of what the building looks like now. Mr. Jahn, I’m sorry, I 
thought there was one in your packet. Staff pulled up a picture from Google Maps and presented 
it to the Commission. 

o Mr. Jahn, right now it is just a square, brick building. There is very little character. There is one 
roof over the door. We were going to rework that to have it go with the awnings we were going 
to put on.  

o Ms. Vaughn, how large is the area that the brick would need to be replaced? Mr. Jahn, around 
back there is a spot that is approximately 3’x4’. On the sides, there are some old pipe 
penetrations. There is some cracking on the front that we are going to do some tuck-pointing on, 
above the windows. We planned to beef the lentils up also. They are metal structures above the 
window to hold the brick up. I think they were undersized in the original build. They are currently 
sagging.  

o Mr. Jahn, The windows we put in would be black framed. We also plan to paint the storefront. 
The door and the existing window would be painted black also. You would have the white of the 
building and then the real dark trim. 
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o Vice-Chairman Craigie, will there be awnings above the windows? Mr. Jahn, yes, we plan to do 
those out of metal roofing. The one over the door would also be metal. 

o Ms. Boutchyard asked Staff if they were able to confirm the year of construction. Staff, no. I do 
know that is was around the time of the adoption of the district, so late ‘70s.  

o Mr. Jahn, I understand not wanting to paint buildings downtown. This one is pretty far off the 
walking path and away from the boutique stores. 

o Ms. Booth, what is the square footage of the building? Mr. Jahn, it is 800 square feet. It’s not a 
real big building.  

o Ms. Vaughn, the windows that you are looking to put in are all vinyl windows? Mr. Jahn, they are 
a vinyl, picture window. They won’t actually be operable. It will just be a large single pain of glass. 
They will be black on the outside and white on the inside. Vice-Chairman Craigie, all of the 
windows will be like that, inoperable? Mr. Jahn, I believe there is one window around back over 
the door. I’m not sure if that one operates or not. The ones we want to alter are the front two 
and the one on the side to get away from the louvered, aluminum. There are currently four panels 
on the side window. It is all aluminum framed. It almost looks like a storm window. Ms. Vaughn, 
what are the windows currently made out of? Mr. Jahn, the current windows are made out of 
aluminum frames.  

o Vice-Chairman Craigie asked if the Commission had any more questions.  

o Ms. Vaughn, have you tried to find the brick that will match the building? Mr. Jahn, no, as a 
contractor, the clay that makes the brick and the dyes that go into it, I know that we will never 
find a match for that brick. We never do. If we do, we get extremely lucky. Literally, you can order 
the same brick from a company that’s run off a different dye set and if you don’t have the same 
dye set they won’t lineup either. If they switch the mountain they are pulling the clay out of that 
can adjust the color of the brick also. There are just so many variables.  

o Vice-Chairman Craigie opened the public hearing.  

o Staff swore in Mary Beetle. 

o Ms. Beetle, I’m new here. I’m moving here in about a month. When I first came to the town I 
noticed this building. I thought it was odd compared to the other structures. I thought it could 
really be fixed up and made to look nicer.  

o Vice-Chairman Craigie asked if anyone else from the public would like to speak. There were no 
comments.  

o Vice-Chairman Craigie closed the public hearing.  

o Vice-Chairman Craigie brought it back to the table for the Commission to discuss.  

o Ms. Vaughn, I’m concerned about the painting. I would like them to try to find the brick that 
matches, and if they can’t then we can give them consent to paint. We need a reason for them to 
paint it. Once we approve one brick building to be painted, everyone is going to want to paint a 
brick building. The Standards specifically state that you don’t paint a brick building, unless it has 
been painted before. Ms. Burdi, where is that in our Standards? Ms. Vaughn, if they are painted 
already they can be painted again. If they are not painted then the Standards state that they 
should not be painted. It is in 3.11 paint, chapter 3. Staff, also 3.1.4 paint should not be applied 
to original unpainted wall surfaces. Ms. Burdi, I understand, but this is a rather nondescript 
building. Ms. Vaugh, that could be, but it doesn’t say except for nondescript buildings. Ms. Burdi, 
it is in poor condition. Ms. Vaughn, is it in poor condition? It was just build in 1978. If they cannot 
find the brick that matches it and it’s going to look like a patchwork quilt, then I think it lends itself 
to painting. I think they should make an effort to try to find the brick that matches to avoid that 
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and go along with the Standards. I’m not saying that it wouldn’t look great painted, it probably 
would, but we need to follow the Standards. 

o  Ms. Boutchyard, if we were to make a motion granting the approval of the paint with the 
condition that they first come back with masonry information that states they can’t match the 
brick, can they still come before us? MS. Vaughn, we can make any motion we want. Ms. Burdi, 
the motion could be made with that condition.  

o Vice-Chairman Craigie, this really is a noncontributing building. I know it’s in the Historic District. 
Ms. Vaughn, you can’t say every noncontributing building gets a pass. Vice-Chairman Craigie, I’m 
not, but it has happened and there are other painted buildings. 

o Ms. Booth, is the matching brick hard to find? Ms. Boutchyard, hard to find not impossible. Mr. 
Jahn, if it would make the Commission more comfortable I can pop a couple of bricks off of the 
hole in the back that has to be patched anyway. I can bring those in with some brick samples for 
comparison that I get from my supplier. You will be able to see how close we can get with colors, 
textures, and tones. Ms. Vaughn, I think that would be great. Vice-Chairman Craigie, that works. 
Ms. Burdi, will the delay be a problem? Mr. Jahn, if we can get on the docket next month it is what 
it is. The owner really likes the appearance of the black and white. From my experience, I’m 
confident I won’t match that brick.   

o Vice-Chairman Craigie, do we want to separate this one request into two requests? We can make 
the paint one issue and the windows another. Ms. Vaughn, I think we should. Staff, the items have 
been broken down into three different motions.  

o Vice-Chairman Craigie, we can make a motion to table the paint and then do the other items.   
 

 Scarlett Boutchyard made a motion that the Historic Preservation Commission continue 
(table) the request for a Certificate of Appropriateness to the East SUQ Properties, LLC in 
regards to specifically the painting of the brick on the property located at 107 E 3rd Street for 
further review at next month’s Commission meeting regarding 3.10-Architectural Details so 
that the applicant can bring back brick samples to replace the missing brick as opposed to 
painting. Cheri Vaughn seconded the motion. All members voted, 6 in favor and 0 opposed. 
The motion passed. Record of vote below. 

 

 Record of Vote: 

YES NO COMMISSION MEMBER MOTION 
--- --- OPEN SEAT  
X  Scot Craigie  
X  Cheri Vaughn 2nd the Motion 
X  Kathy Burdi  
X  Scarlett Boutchyard Made the Motion 
X  Elizabeth Stallings  
X  Marian Booth   

 

o Vice-Chairman Craigie, does the Commission have any questions or comments about the 
windows? 

o Ms. Vaughn, is there any way to get aluminum clad windows or aluminum windows that are 
similar?  Mr. Jahn, do you mean without doing the louver and just doing the picture window with 
an aluminum frame? Ms. Vaughn, yes. Mr. Jahn, I can look into that. We got away from making 
aluminum windows and made them out of vinyl back in 1950. Germany started vinyl windows in 
’54-’55, we picked it up in ’64. It’s kind of going backwards in our use of materials for production. 
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I can look into it and see if I can get an aluminum frame window. I don’t even know if we can 
purchase those anymore.  

o Ms. Boutchyard, Staff do you have any information on what the standard was in 1978? Staff, I 
would have to get back to you on that.  

o Ms. Vaughn, I feel like we need more information on this one as far as is there something else 
that we could use. If vinyl is the only option then I think it would be reasonable to vote for vinyl, 
but are there other options that would align more with the Standards? Mr. Jahn, the two most 
popular windows that they make are wood framed or vinyl framed and then you get into 
commercial products like stainless steel for a storefront. Most replacement windows these days 
are made out of wood or vinyl.  

o Ms. Boutchyard, so you’re saying there is a metal, other than aluminum, for storefronts? Mr. Jahn, 
we could go to a commercial grade picture window with a stainless steel frame. Ms. Boutchyard, 
that would be an approved material in the Guidelines.  

o Ms. Vaughn, since you are going to come back next month anyway could you let us know if there 
is another type of window that you could put in besides vinyl? Mr. Jahn, like I said we could go 
with the commercial storefront window. Ms. Boutchyard, are you familiar with what the 
approved materials in our Guidelines are now? Mr. Jahn, when I read it I knew that the 
Commission frowned on vinyl. Ms. Boutchyard, we could approve the size now and ask you to go 
with a different material that is approved in the Guidelines. That might even be able to come back 
as a minor work at that point. We are not supposed to consider cost, but what will the difference 
be between the vinyl and the steel commercial? Mr. Jahn, about 100% increase. Ms. Boutchyard, 
so, aside from maintenance, the number one reason for going with vinyl would be the cost 
difference? Mr. Jahn, yes, and vinyl is very attractive. Vinyl windows have come a long way in the 
last 25 years. Vice-Chairman Craigie, they are efficient. Regarding a steel window, it is going to be 
cold in the winter and it is going to produce heat in the summer. Ms. Booth, would vinyl be easier 
to clean? Mr. Jahn, yes, vinyl is easier to clean. It is not subject to scratching because the color is 
consistent in the plastic dyed all the way through. Many plastics are as strong as steel now. The 
air infiltration that we get on a vinyl-hung window is minuscule compared to wood. I would have 
to check on a steel store glass front and how much wind infiltration you can receive there. Ms. 
Burdi, since you are coming back could you bring some pros and cons for the steel? Mr. Jhan, it’s 
not likely but in an extreme situation, you could get a condensation point. If we get the building 
tight enough you could get condensation on the steel. It’s just like a glass of water, you have a 
hot cold and a cold side, or vice versa in the winter. You may create a condensation point, but I’ve 
only done that inside of one building in my life. If we make them to tight, you get moisture build 
up inside and of course mold, so we have to let them breathe. Honestly, it would be highly unlikely 
I would get that building that tight. 

o Vice-Chairman Craigie, let go ahead and do a separate vote based on changing the size of the 
window and then we can make a separate for you doing the leg work and coming back with 
alternate materials.  
 

 Cheri Vaughn made a motion that the Historic Preservation grant a Certificate of 
Appropriateness to the East SUQ Properties, LLC to change out the 2’x7’ windows and replace 
with 4’x7’ windows that are made of approved materials as discussed.  This motion is based 
on the following Findings of Fact, the application is congruous with the Historic Preservation 
Commission Guidelines, specifically 3.4 windows and doors. Scarlett Boutchyard seconded 
the motion. All members voted, 6 in favor and 0 opposed. The motion passed. Record of vote 
below. 

 

 Record of Vote: 
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YES NO COMMISSION MEMBER MOTION 
--- --- OPEN SEAT  
X  Scot Craigie  
X  Cheri Vaughn Made the Motion 
X  Kathy Burdi  
X  Scarlett Boutchyard 2nd the Motion 
X  Elizabeth Stallings  
X  Marian Booth   

 

o Vice-Chairman Craigie asked for a motion on the material of the windows.  
 

 Elizabeth Stallings made a motion that the Historic Preservation table a Certificate of 
Appropriateness to continue further discussion of the materials at the next meeting.   Marian 
Booth seconded the motion. All members voted, 6 in favor and 0 opposed. The motion 
passed. Record of vote below. 

 

 Record of Vote: 

YES NO COMMISSION MEMBER MOTION 
--- --- OPEN SEAT  
X  Scot Craigie  
X  Cheri Vaughn Made the Motion 
X  Kathy Burdi  
X  Scarlett Boutchyard 2nd the Motion 
X  Elizabeth Stallings  
X  Marian Booth   

2. Minor Works 

1. No Commission action required.  

o Vice-Chairman Craigie, I think one was repeated. The historic marker for number 6 and number 
13, are they the same? Ms. Vaughn, they are different people. Vice-Chairman Craigie, they have 
the same address and request. Staff, I will correct that address for the next meeting, there were 
two separate requests for historical markers. Number 13 has the wrong address.  

VI. Other Business 

1. Design Guidelines update to be Design Standards – Action Required 

o Staff, The first item under other business, is the recommendation of the amendment of the 
design guidelines to reflect changes required by North Carolina General Statutes Chapter 160 D. 
The requirement is to replace the term guidelines with the term standards. The justification for 
this is that the term guidelines could imply that the standards are advisory in nature, rather than 
the necessary adequate guiding standards for decision-making. So basically, moving from, ‘I 
think’ to ‘this is’ kind of statements. What we're looking for to tonight is your recommendation 
to City Council that they adopt these changes to the design guidelines. I will state again, these 
are required changes by the North Carolina General Statutes. We have until July 1 to implement 
these changes. Once you make these recommendations, it would be on the next available City 
Council meeting, along with a number of other changes that are included with the 160 D 
requirements.  
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o Ms. Boutchyard, do we need to make a motion? Staff, you will need to make a motion to 
recommend City Council approve these amendments. 

o Ms. Boutchyard, Standards still sound subjective as opposed to the word rules.  

o Ms. Burdi, what happens if we don’t recommend and they are not approved? Staff, we will be in 
noncompliance with the State. Everything that the Commission does is questionable in the eyes 
of the court because you are quasi-judicial board. Quasi-judicial means that we are semi court 
like, meaning that the decisions made are based on the facts of the case. 

o Ms. Burdi, can we as individuals be sued as a member of the Commission? Staff, no, the City can 
be sued and the Historic Preservation Commission as a ruling commission of the City can be sued, 
but not individuals. If someone was unhappy with the decision that the Commission made there 
are methods of appeal.  
 

 Scarlett Boutchyard made a motion that the Historic Preservation Commission recommend 
approval by City Council of the amendment to reflect the changes in the Design Guidelines. 
Marian Booth seconded the motion. All members voted, 6 in favor and 0 opposed. The motion 
passed. Record of vote below. 

 
 Record of Vote: 

YES NO COMMISSION MEMBER MOTION 
--- --- OPEN SEAT   
X  Scot Craigie  
X  Cheri Vaughn   
X  Kathy Burdi  
X  Scarlett Boutchyard  Made the Motion 
X  Elizabeth Stallings  
X  Marian Booth  2nd the Motion 

o Vice-Chairman Craigie, regarding the statutes, there are references to the old statutes, the ones 
that were appealed, and the new statutes are 160 D. Are they all going to be changed to 160D? 
Staff, yes.  

2. Staff Update – Demolition by Neglect 

o Ms. Vaughn, it should state ‘Prevention of Demolition by Neglect.’ 

o Staff, I do not have a response back from inspections, to be able to send the property owners, a 
notification. I will say that I had another conversation about prevention of demolition by neglect 
this afternoon. It wasn't anything about ordinance. It was another community looking to adopt 
something similar to ours and just kind of give it a talk through how this is handled here. I felt 
the way we do things here is a good example. Typically when asked anything on the prevention 
of demolition by neglect we were what they point to. So, we do have pretty good ordinance in 
terms of what to do. When it comes to the actual application of this, that is another item. How it 
operates in the field is a lot different from how it looks on paper. It's a lot more negotiating with 
property owners on the portion of staff. When you submit something to us and we take a look 
at it, it might not meet the qualification of demolition by neglect. I do inform you of those 
situations, but it does open up the avenues of communication with those property owners.  
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o  Ms. Boutchyard, that speaks to what Franz was trying to reiterate about getting to the property 
owner before they get to this state. Staff, that is the intention. 

o Ms. Burdi, last month we discussed a particular piece of property that was coming before us for 
demolition. There were questions if that was being sold. I notice they are not back this month. 
Does that mean the property was sold? Staff, I haven’t gotten an update from the Inspections 
Division on that. I believe it has been sold, but I will have to double check with Inspections on 
what is happening with that property. Ms. Boutchyard, please update us next month on the 
progress of that property. Ms. Stallings, the fear was the house has been in that shape for so long 
if someone bought the house, it would continue to be like that. Ms. Boutchyard, what I read from 
the minutes is that we approved the demo  of that property. If the City then turns around and 
tells this new owner you’re not doing what is needed, then the City will proceed with demolition. 
Ms. Stallings, we hope. Ms. Boutchyard, the current owner would still be responsible for the land 
and the maintenance of that. Ms. Vaughn, they have a year don’t they? Or, have they already 
gone through that year? Vice-Chairman Craigie, they have already gone through that year. The 
issue is that this buyer came up at the very end. The City is going to stay proactive and make sure 
the owner stays on track with the rehab moving forward. Ms. Stallings, it’s going to have to be 
raised. Ms. Vaughn, I thought after we approved demolition there has to be 365 days before it 
can be demolished and they have that time to make improvements. Staff, the Commission has 
the option to delay the approval of demolition, there was no delay of demolition for this 
application. If the Commission does choose to delay demolition for 365 days, during that time the 
Commission would have to be actively seeking options to have the property sold or rehabilitated 
through some sort of fundraising or what have you. That would be on the Commission members.  
Ms. Boutchyard, there is already a buyer. If we had decided to delay it then we would be trying to 
find a buyer.  

o The last one that took place like that was the house down by the library. I think that one had a 
delay on it. Cheri Vaughn, what is the status on that one? Ms. Boutchyard, it was sold. Ms. Vaughn, 
are they moving it? Vice-Chairman Craigie, she went before City Council and they said it was okay 
to leave it there, but now I think there is issues with land and parking. I don’t know where that 
stands, but right now it is in City Council’s hands. Ms. Burdi, they have done some repair work on 
it.  

o Vice-Chairman Craigie asked the Commission members if there was anything else they needed to 
discuss. There were no comments.  

VII. Approval of Minutes – May 4, 2021 

1. Approval of Minutes 
 

o Ms. Vaughn, did we make a motion to approve the minutes? Vice-Chairman Craigie, we discussed 
those at the beginning Staff, there was no motion made or vote taken. Vice-Chairman Craigie, we 
will start doing that at the beginning of the meetings, but I will take a motion now to approve the 
minutes if no one has any changes.  

 Elizabeth Stallings made the motion to approve the April 6, 2021 minutes with the 
aforementioned correction. Kathy Burdi seconded the motion. All members voted, 6 in favor 
and 0 opposed. The minutes were approved. Record of vote below. 

 

 Record of Vote: 

YES NO COMMISSION MEMBER MOTION 
--- --- OPEN SEAT   
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X  Scot Craigie  
X  Cheri Vaughn   
X  Kathy Burdi 2nd the Motion 
X  Scarlett Boutchyard   
X  Elizabeth Stallings  Made the Motion 
X  Marian Booth   

 

VIII. Adjourn 

1. There being no other business, Vice-Chairman Craigie asked for a motion to adjourn the meeting.   

 Cheri Vaughn made a motion to adjourn.  

o Ms. Booth, I have a quick question. In the joint meeting with the City Council was it eight houses 
we were going to be sending letters to? Staff, there are eight properties. That letter has been sent 
to the City Manager for his approval. 

 Cheri Vaughn made a motion to adjourn. Scarlett Boutchyard seconded the motion.  All 
members voted, 6 in favor and 0 opposed.  The meeting was adjourned.  Record of vote 
below. 

 Record of vote: 

 

 
YES NO COMMISSION MEMBER MOTION 

--- --- OPEN SEAT  
X  Scot Craigie  
X  Cheri Vaughn  MADE THE MOTION 
X  Kathy Burdi  
X  Scarlett Boutchyard  2nd the Motion 
X  Elizabeth Stallings  
X  Marian Booth   
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756 West 2nd Street 

 

 Add a 12’x10’ deck to the back of 
the house 

 Remove existing steps and landing 
located at the back of the house 

 Remove and fill in the door on the 
second floor at the rear of the 
house above the steps and landing 

 Eliminate the side door and 
replace with siding to match the 
rest of the house 

 Eliminate the side stoop 
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CERTIFICATE OF 
APPROPRIATENESS 

DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION PLANNING 

OFFICE USE ONLY
Minor Work Fee:  $0.00 Major Work Fee:  $50.00 Date Paid: Ref No.:

PROPERTY INFORMATION:
Owner's Name: Date of Application:

Historic Property/Name (if applicable):

Property Address:
Address 

Lot Size: Feet By Feet 

DESCRIPTION OF WORK TO BE PERFORMED 

I understand that all applications for a Certificate of Appropriateness that require review by the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) must 
be submitted by 5:00 p.m. On the 15th of the month prior to the meeting I wish to attend, otherwise consideration will be delayed until the 
following HPC meeting.  An incomplete application will not be accepted.  I understand I must begin the approved work within one year of the 
issuance.  Should the work cease for more than six (6) months after one (1) year of the said approval, this Certificate of Appropriateness will 
become invalid. 

APPLICANT INFORMATION:
Name of Applicant: Date of Application:

Applicant Email Address: Applicant Phone No.: 

Applicant Address: 
Address City State Zip Code

Signature of Applicant:

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

Date Received: Upon being signed and dated below by the Planning Department or 
designee, this application becomes a Minor Works Certificate of 
Appropriateness.  It is valid until _____________.  Issuance of a Minor Works 
Certificate shall not relieve the applicant, contractor, tenant, or property 
owner from obtaining any other permit required by City code or any law.  
Minor work projects not approved by staff will be forwarded to the Historic 
Preservation Commission for review at its next meeting. 

ACTION INITIALS
Approved
Approved with Conditions 

Denied 

Withdrawn 
Staff Approval

Minor Work Auth. Signature: Date

Applicant's presence or that of your authorized representative is required at the meeting of the Historic Preservation Commission 
at which the applicant is to be considered.  You must give written permission to your authorized representative to attend the 
hearing on your behalf by completing the authorization section on the next page. 

Brief Description of Work to be Performed. 

Authentisign ID: 7EC6BA99-21BE-4951-9D9F-6640C753884CAuthentisign ID: 7EC6BA99-21BE-4951-9D9F-6640C753884C
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CERTIFICATE OF
APPROPRIATENESS

 

PROJECT CATEGORIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY):
Exterior Alteration Addition 

This document does not constitute the issuance of a Building Permit.  It is 
the responsibility of the applicant to obtain all necessary permits before 
commencing work.  Contact the Inspections Department at 
252-975-9304.New Construction Demolition 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION: 
Attached 8-1/2" X 11" sheets with written descriptions and drawings, photographs, and other graphic information necessary to 
completely describe the project.  Use the checklist below to ensure that your application is complete. INCOMPLETE 
APPLICATIONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.  (Leave the checkbox blank if the item is not applicable). 

SITE PLAN / PLOT PLAN (if applicable). A plot plan showing the relationship of buildings, additions, sidewalks, drives, trees, 
property lines, etc. must be provided if your project includes any addition, demolition, fences, walls, or other landscape 
work.  Show accurate measurements.  You may also use a copy of the survey that you received when you bought your 
property.  Revise the copy as needed to show existing conditions and your proposed work. 

DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS (provide samples if appropriate). 

Photographs of existing conditions. 

DRAWINGS showing proposed work.  Include one set of full size drawings when available. 

PLAN drawings. 

ELEVATION drawings showing the new façade(s). 

DIMENSIONS shown on drawings. 

8-1/2" X 11" REDUCTIONS of full-size drawings.  If reduced size is so small as to be illegible, make 8-1/2" X 11"
snapshots of individual drawings on the big sheet.  Photocopy reductions may be obtained from a number of
blueprinting and photocopying businesses.

STATE AND FEDERAL TAX CREDITS/FUNDS OR CAMA PERMITS. If you are applying for any of these programs, you must 
include a copy of your letter or permit from the State. 
BLACK INK. Your application must be prepared in black ink on 8-1/2" X 11" sheets so that it can be copied for commission 
members.  Applications prepared in blue, red, or other colored inks and/or pencil copy poorly and will be not accepted. 

Authentisign ID: 7EC6BA99-21BE-4951-9D9F-6640C753884CAuthentisign ID: 7EC6BA99-21BE-4951-9D9F-6640C753884C









Ross House  W 2nd Street, Washington, NC 27889 

 

9. Stairs to 2nd floor E side 

 

10. door to Pantry room 
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Domini Cunningham

From: Tim Niles <timniles@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 12, 2021 2:55 PM
To: Domini Cunningham
Subject: "Major" Certificate of Appropriateness - 756 W 2nd St. Ross house
Attachments: Major drawings.pdf; P  4  9&10 E steps  to 2nd flr & door Ext.docx

Mr. Cunningham, 
 
The attached Certificate of Appropriateness shows we have three items of “major” work to take to the Board. 

These items, none of which are available from the street, are: 

1.       Adding a 12x10 deck at door level to the back East side of the house.  The deck will allow the occupants to 

sit on the deck and view the beautiful very large, fenced, back yard. See Floor Plan showing deck addition. 

2.       Tear down (demolish) the back East side exterior wood steps and platform leading to the 2nd floor room 

door. The steps and platform were added when the house was converted to two apartments from a single‐

family house. See the photo of the steps, landing and door  

3.       Change the said back door to identical siding as covers the exterior of the room.  This will enhance the 

beauty of the house by eliminating an ugly, useless, door and increase the safety of the house by eliminating the 

door and making the area just part of the exterior siding. See the 2nd Floor revised drawing. 

 
How do you want to receive the $50 payment? I can mail the check to you today (may not get there until next 
week sometime), have Dwaun take a check to you tomorrow or Friday or give you a Credit Card. Please advise. 
 
Please tell me if you need anything more for the Board to review 

Tim Niles, member-owner 

Broker-Realtor 

eXp Realty 

P.O.S.H.™ Properties of Distinction 

919‐274‐0555 
 
 

 

Sender notified by  
Mailtrack 05/12/21, 02:49:22 PM  
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Domini Cunningham

From: Tim Niles <timniles@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, May 14, 2021 10:59 AM
To: Domini Cunningham
Cc: Dwaun Elam; Janice Flanagan
Subject: 756 W 2nd St. "major" new change to item #1 (deck)
Attachments: COA evised 5-14 back picture.pdf; COA revised decks.pdf

Instead of our original submission adding a deck to the back side door, we are submitting a new request. 
Add a new back door to the back of the house (see attached picture with location of door) then adding a new 
deck to that door.  The deck will be a minimum 10' deep by 12' wide, accessible from the new back door, but 
may extend to include the side door, depending on cost. (attached drawings).  The new door will open up 
the back yard considerably by not requiring the occupants to access the back yard through the side pantry 
door, which is the only way to currently access the back yard 
We have a contractor drawing up the detailed for both decks. Hopefully, we can submit the deck drawings to 
you by Monday. 
 
 
thank you for your assistance. 

Tim Niles, Broker-Realtor 

eXp Realty 

P.O.S.H.™ Properties of Distinction 

919‐274‐0555 
 

 

Sender notified by  
Mailtrack 05/14/21, 10:24:49 AM  
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ADJACENT PROPERTY OWNERS
756 W 2ND ST

HPC-JULY 6, 2021

OWNER NAME MAILING ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP
BARNES INVESTMENTS LLC 167 EVERETT RD WASHINGTON NC 27889
JEFFRY BENNETT & TRUDY BURGESS 751 W 2ND STREET WASHINGTON NC 27889
BOSTON JOSEPH HENRY LANDER 55 HILLVIEW DRIVE WASHINGTON NC 27889
BRAZIER BETTY JO 140 WASHINGTON HARBOUR WASHINGTON NC 27889
 CHARLES & CYNTHIA CHERRY 79 RIDGECREST DRIVE CHOCOWINITY NC 27817
TOM & JUDY DEAR 744 W 2ND STREET WASHINGTON NC 27889
GEORGE & JULIE FINN 410 E MAIN STREET WASHINGTON NC 27889
JEN3 PROPERTIES LLC 101 FARREN CT CARY NC 27511
DOUGLAS MORGAN & KRISTEN MCCLURE 747 W 2ND ST WASHINGTON NC 27889
SCOTT & MARY MUSSELMAN 755 W 2ND STREET WASHINGTON NC 27889
PARKER LAUREN A 4374 THURGOOD ESTATES DRIVE ELLENWOOD GA 30294
MICHAEL & JENNIFER PARKER 216 FLEMING STREET WASHINGTON NC 27889
ERIC & ELIZABETH SCHULER 754 W 2ND STREET WASHINGTON NC 27889
SMALLWOOD JOY G 310 BELLCREST DR WASHINGTON NC 27889
THE COURTYARDS OF WASHINGTON LLC 137 E MAIN STREET WASHINGTON NC 27889
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ADJACENT PROPERTY OWNER 
 

DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION 

June 25, 2021 
 
Re: Certificate of Appropriateness – 756 W 2nd Street 

Dear Adjoining Property Owner, 

Whenever exterior renovation work is being conducted in the Washington Historic District all property owners 
within 100 feet of the proposed construction activities are required to be notified by the City of Washington.  
According to the application submitted by the applicant, your property is located adjacent to the above subject 
property. 

A request has been made by JEN3 Properties, LLC for a Certificate of Appropriateness to make the 
following alterations to the property located at 756 W 2nd Street. 

1. Add a door to the back of the house 
2. Add a 12’x10’ deck to the back of the house 
3. Remove existing steps and landing located at the back of the house 
4. Remove and fill in the door on the second floor at the rear of the house above the steps 

and landing 
5. Eliminate the side door and replace with siding to match the rest of the house 
6. Eliminate the side stoop 

If you would like to see plans for this work, please visit the City Planning Office prior to the meeting.  
Additionally, the full application will be available on the city website on the Friday prior to the meeting.  You are 
welcomed and encouraged to attend the regularly scheduled meeting of the Washington Historic Commission.  
Please note the following date, time and place: 

DATE: TUESDAY, July 6, 2021 

PLACE: CITY HALL – MUNICIPAL BUILDING, 102 EAST SECOND STREET.  (ENTER FROM 
THE MARKET STREET SIDE OF THE BUILDING AND GO TO THE SECOND FLOOR.) 

TIME: 6:00 pm 

In the meantime, should you have any questions please feel free to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

 
Domini Cunningham, PLA, CZO 
Historic Preservation Planner 
City of Washington 
dcunningham@washingtonnc.gov 
252-946-0897 
 
Cc: Mike Dail, Community and Cultural Services Director 
 Mike Weldin, Chief Building Inspector 

mailto:hpc@washingtonnc.gov
mailto:hpc@washingtonnc.gov
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Tuesday, July 6, 2021, HPC Meeting 

HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT &REQUEST FOR ACTION  

 
 

Tuesday, July 6, 2021 – 6:00 PM 

 

HPC-21-0063  : 756 W 2nd Street 

Existing Residence 

Request: Add a door to the back of the house; construct a 10’x12’ deck at the rear of the 
house; remove existing steps and landing located at the back of the house; 
remove and fill in the door on the second floor at the rear of the house above 
the steps and landing; eliminate the side door and replace with siding to match 
the rest of the house; eliminate the side stoop. 

Applicant: JEN3 Properties, LLC 

Location: 756 W 2nd Street 

Parcel Number: 5676-50-6160 

Attachment: 1.  Site Photos  
2.  Supplemental Materials 
3.  Location Map of Property 

 
The Commission should consider this request based upon general conformance with the Design Standards. 

Structure: This is a 2-story late 19th-early 20th century frame house with square porch posts, simple 
molded trim, and hipped roof. 

Project Analysis: This application is for the following work: 

a. Add a door to the back of the house. 
b. Add a 12’x10’ deck to the back of the house 
c. Remove existing steps and landing located at the back of the house 
d. Remove and fill in the door on the second floor at the rear of the house above 

the steps and landing 
e. Eliminate the side door and replace with siding to match the rest of the house 
f. Eliminate the side stoop 

 From the Design Standards (shortened to include only sections that apply): 

Chapter Title Pages 
3 Changes to Existing Buildings 43-67 

3.3.1 Retain and preserve historic foundations including their design, texture, color, 
and materials. Character-defining features of historic foundations should be 
retained and preserved including vents, grills, panels, piers, lattice, porch steps, 
basement windows and door openings. 
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3.4.1 Retain and preserve historic windows and doors. All elements associated with 
historic windows and doors shall be retained and preserved including frames, 
trim, sashes, muntins, glass, lintels, shutters, and hardware. 

3.4.11 Introduction of new window and door openings into the principal elevations of a 
structure is not recommended. If permitted, new openings should be 
proportionally the same as existing openings and should have matching sash, 
glass, sills, frames, casings, and muntin patterns. 

3.4.13 Permanently filling in existing window or door openings is prohibited. 
3.4.14 Replacing or covering window or door openings with plywood is strongly 

discouraged. All temporary boarded-up windows & doors which will remain in 
place for more than thirty (30) days must be painted with a neutral color. 

3.6.1 Entryways and porches are important character-defining elements of a historic 
structure and should be retained and preserved. Important elements include 
steps, columns, balustrades. doors, railings, brackets, roofs, cornices and 
entablatures. 

3.6.4 Reconstruction of missing or extensively deteriorated porches is encouraged. 
Reconstructed porches shall be based on documentary evidence. If adequate 
documentation is not available, a new design is appropriate if it is compatible 
with the style and period of the building. 

 
Chapter Title Pages 

5 New Construction 85-94 

5.4.1 A deck shall be designed and constructed so that the historic structure and its 
character-defining features and details are not damaged or obscured. Install 
decks so they can be removed in the future without damage to the structure. 

5.4.2 Decks shall not, when feasible, be visible from the public right-of-way. New decks 
should be constructed in inconspicuous locations, usually on the building's rear 
elevation. 

5.4.3  Design and detail decks and associated railings and steps to reflect materials, 
scale, and proportions of the building. 

5.4.4 New decks should be painted or stained in a color that is compatible with the 
historic structure and district 

 
Finding of Facts A: The applicant intends to add a new door at the back of the house to access a proposed 

deck. the new door will be of a similar size to existing exterior doors on the structure and 
will not be visible from 2nd street. Additionally, a proposed privacy fence that has been 
approved as a minor work will screen the modification from view from 3rd street.  Based 
on these findings of facts, the request is congruous with the Historic Preservation 
Commission Design Standards. 

Possible Actions A: 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to JEN3 Properties, 
LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 756 W 2nd Street.  The motion is based on the 
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following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission Design 
Standards specifically, 3.4 – Windows and Doors 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to JEN3 Properties, 
LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 756 W 2nd Street.  The motion is based on the 
following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission Design 
Standards specifically, 3.4 – Windows and Doors.  I further move that the Historic Preservation Commission 
place the following conditions on the approval: 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission deny a Certificate of Appropriateness to JEN3 Properties, 
LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 756 W 2nd Street.  The motion is based on the 
following Findings of Facts:  the application is not congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission 
Design Standards specifically, 3.4 – Windows and Doors. 

OR 

I move the commission continue this Certificate of Appropriateness application and invoke NC GS 160A-400.9(d), 
which allows the commission to request technical advice from the Historic Preservation Office (HPO) staff. I also 
move the commission seek guidance from the HPO regarding [detailed description of what information the 
commission is seeking from HPO that will aid them in making a defensible decision regarding the case]. We 
would like to remind the applicant pursuant to NC GS 160A-400.9(d), the HPO has 30 days from the date an 
official request is received from the commission to review and comment on the request. 

Finding of Facts B: The applicant intends to construct a 12’x10’ deck at the rear of the home using 
composite boards, such as Trex, with wood railings.  Based on these findings of facts, the 
request is congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission Design Standards. 

Possible Actions B: 
I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to JEN3 Properties, 
LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 756 W 2nd Street.  The motion is based on the 
following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission Design 
Standards specifically, 5.4 – Decks. 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to JEN3 Properties, 
LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 756 W 2nd Street.  The motion is based on the 
following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission Design 
Standards specifically, 5.4 – Decks.  I further move that the Historic Preservation Commission place the 
following conditions on the approval: 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission deny a Certificate of Appropriateness to JEN3 Properties, 
LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 756 W 2nd Street.  The motion is based on the 
following Findings of Facts:  the application is not congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission 
Design Standards specifically, 5.4 – Decks. 
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OR 

I move the commission continue this Certificate of Appropriateness application and invoke NC GS 160A-400.9(d), 
which allows the commission to request technical advice from the Historic Preservation Office (HPO) staff. I also 
move the commission seek guidance from the HPO regarding [detailed description of what information the 
commission is seeking from HPO that will aid them in making a defensible decision regarding the case]. We 
would like to remind the applicant pursuant to NC GS 160A-400.9(d), the HPO has 30 days from the date an 
official request is received from the commission to review and comment on the request. 

Finding of Facts C: The applicant intends to remove existing stairs at the back of the house along with the 
metal landing that leads to on the second floor. The intent is to revert the house back to 
a single-family residence.  Based on these findings of facts, the request is congruous with 
the Historic Preservation Commission Design Standards. 

Possible Actions C: 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to JEN3 Properties, 
LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 756 W 2nd Street.  The motion is based on the 
following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission Design 
Standards specifically, 3.3 – Foundations. 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to JEN3 Properties, 
LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 756 W 2nd Street.  The motion is based on the 
following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission Design 
Standards specifically, 3.3 – Foundations.  I further move that the Historic Preservation Commission place 
the following conditions on the approval: 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission deny a Certificate of Appropriateness to JEN3 Properties, 
LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 756 W 2nd Street.  The motion is based on the 
following Findings of Facts:  the application is not congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission 
Design Standards specifically, 3.3 – Foundations. 

OR 

I move the commission continue this Certificate of Appropriateness application and invoke NC GS 160A-400.9(d), 
which allows the commission to request technical advice from the Historic Preservation Office (HPO) staff. I also 
move the commission seek guidance from the HPO regarding [detailed description of what information the 
commission is seeking from HPO that will aid them in making a defensible decision regarding the case]. We 
would like to remind the applicant pursuant to NC GS 160A-400.9(d), the HPO has 30 days from the date an 
official request is received from the commission to review and comment on the request. 

Finding of Facts D: The applicant intends to permanently fill in the exterior door on the second floor at the 
back of the house. Wood siding will be used for the exterior surface and painted to 
match the existing home.  Based on these findings of facts, the request is not congruous 
with the Historic Preservation Commission Design Standards. 

Possible Actions D: 
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I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to JEN3 Properties, 
LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 756 W 2nd Street.  The motion is based on the 
following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission Design 
Standards specifically, 3.4 – Windows and Doors 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to JEN3 Properties, 
LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 756 W 2nd Street.  The motion is based on the 
following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission Design 
Standards specifically, 3.4 – Windows and Doors.  I further move that the Historic Preservation Commission 
place the following conditions on the approval: 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission deny a Certificate of Appropriateness to JEN3 Properties, 
LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 756 W 2nd Street.  The motion is based on the 
following Findings of Facts:  the application is not congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission 
Design Standards specifically, 3.4 – Windows and Doors. 

OR 

I move the commission continue this Certificate of Appropriateness application and invoke NC GS 160A-400.9(d), 
which allows the commission to request technical advice from the Historic Preservation Office (HPO) staff. I also 
move the commission seek guidance from the HPO regarding [detailed description of what information the 
commission is seeking from HPO that will aid them in making a defensible decision regarding the case]. We 
would like to remind the applicant pursuant to NC GS 160A-400.9(d), the HPO has 30 days from the date an 
official request is received from the commission to review and comment on the request. 

Finding of Facts E: The applicant intends to permanently fill in an exterior door on the first floor on the 
right side of the house. Wood siding will be used for the exterior surface and painted to 
match the existing home.  Based on these findings of facts, the request is not congruous 
with the Historic Preservation Commission Design Standards. 

Possible Actions E: 
I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to JEN3 Properties, 
LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 756 W 2nd Street.  The motion is based on the 
following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission Design 
Standards specifically, 3.4 – Windows and Doors 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to JEN3 Properties, 
LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 756 W 2nd Street.  The motion is based on the 
following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission Design 
Standards specifically, 3.4 – Windows and Doors.  I further move that the Historic Preservation Commission 
place the following conditions on the approval: 

OR 
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I move that the Historic Preservation Commission deny a Certificate of Appropriateness to JEN3 Properties, 
LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 756 W 2nd Street.  The motion is based on the 
following Findings of Facts:  the application is not congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission 
Design Standards specifically, 3.4 – Windows and Doors. 

OR 

I move the commission continue this Certificate of Appropriateness application and invoke NC GS 160A-400.9(d), 
which allows the commission to request technical advice from the Historic Preservation Office (HPO) staff. I also 
move the commission seek guidance from the HPO regarding [detailed description of what information the 
commission is seeking from HPO that will aid them in making a defensible decision regarding the case]. We 
would like to remind the applicant pursuant to NC GS 160A-400.9(d), the HPO has 30 days from the date an 
official request is received from the commission to review and comment on the request. 

Finding of Facts F: The applicant intends to remove an existing stoop on the right side of the house. this 
stoop was added to the structure when the when the second floor was converted into a 
second unit. The property is being restored to be a single family home. The stoop is 
located on a side elevation.  Based on these findings of facts, the request is congruous 
with the Historic Preservation Commission Design Standards. 

Possible Actions F: 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to JEN3 Properties, 
LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 756 W 2nd Street.  The motion is based on the 
following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission Design 
Standards specifically,3.6 – Porches and Entryways. 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to JEN3 Properties, 
LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 756 W 2nd Street.  The motion is based on the 
following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission Design 
Standards specifically, 3.6 – Porches and Entryways.  I further move that the Historic Preservation 
Commission place the following conditions on the approval: 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission deny a Certificate of Appropriateness to JEN3 Properties, 
LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 756 W 2nd Street.  The motion is based on the 
following Findings of Facts:  the application is not congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission 
Design Standards specifically, 3.6 – Porches and Entryways. 

OR 

I move the commission continue this Certificate of Appropriateness application and invoke NC GS 160A-400.9(d), 
which allows the commission to request technical advice from the Historic Preservation Office (HPO) staff. I also 
move the commission seek guidance from the HPO regarding [detailed description of what information the 
commission is seeking from HPO that will aid them in making a defensible decision regarding the case]. We 
would like to remind the applicant pursuant to NC GS 160A-400.9(d), the HPO has 30 days from the date an 
official request is received from the commission to review and comment on the request. 
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ADJACENT PROPERTY OWNERS
107 E 3RD ST

HPC - JULY 6, 2021

OWNER NAME MAILING ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP
BAKER BUSTER 224 N BONNER STREET WASHINGTON NC 27889
BANKS ROBIN T 550 E MAIN STREET WASHINGTON NC 27889
BEAN PROPERTY LLC PO BOX 2694 WASHINGTON NC 27889
BLACKSTONE SHANNON B 222 STEWART PKWY WASHINGTON NC 27889
BRAMMALL KAYLIE M 3437 GALLBERRY ROAD WASHINGTON NC 27889
SCOTT CAMPBELL & WILLIAM SYKES 213 N MARKET STREET WASHINGTON NC 27889
CHERRY THOMAS KEVIN 124 E 2ND ST WASHINGTON NC 27889
EAST SUQ PROPERTIES LLC 3905 HUDSONS CROSSROADS RD GREENVILLE NC 27858
HOSEY ICE LLC 27 WALTER LN WASHINGTON NC 27889
MURRAY & STACEY LYNCH PO BOX 1887 WASHINGTON NC 27889
ORR LODGE NO 104 PO BOX 1913 WASHINGTON NC 27889
WASHINGTON NEWSMEDIA LLC 217 N MARKET STREET WASHINGTON NC 27889
WRIGHT DEBORAH B 108 E 3RD ST WASHINGTON NC 27889
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ADJACENT PROPERTY OWNER 
 

DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION 

June 25, 2021 
 
Re: Certificate of Appropriateness – 107 E 3rd Street 

Dear Adjoining Property Owner, 

Whenever exterior renovation work is being conducted in the Washington Historic District all property owners 
within 100 feet of the proposed construction activities are required to be notified by the City of Washington.  
According to the application submitted by the applicant, your property is located adjacent to the above subject 
property. 

A request has been made by East SUQ Properties, LLC for a Certificate of Appropriateness to make the 
following alterations to the property located at 107 E 3rd Street. 

1. Paint the building white 

2. Remove and replace two 4’x7’ windows with vinyl windows on the west side of the 
building 

3. Install four 4’x7’ vinyl windows on the north side of the building 

If you would like to see plans for this work, please visit the City Planning Office prior to the meeting.  
Additionally, the full application will be available on the city website on the Friday prior to the meeting.  You are 
welcomed and encouraged to attend the regularly scheduled meeting of the Washington Historic Commission.  
Please note the following date, time and place: 

DATE: TUESDAY, July 6, 2021 

PLACE: CITY HALL – MUNICIPAL BUILDING, 102 EAST SECOND STREET.  (ENTER FROM 
THE MARKET STREET SIDE OF THE BUILDING AND GO TO THE SECOND FLOOR.) 

TIME: 6:00 pm 

In the meantime, should you have any questions please feel free to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

 
Domini Cunningham, PLA, CZO 
Historic Preservation Planner 
City of Washington 
dcunningham@washingtonnc.gov 
252-946-0897 
 
Cc: Mike Dail, Community and Cultural Services Director 
 Mike Weldin, Chief Building Inspector 

mailto:dcunningham@washingtonnc.gov
mailto:dcunningham@washingtonnc.gov
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT &REQUEST FOR ACTION  

 
 

Tuesday, July 6, 2021 – 6:00 PM 

 

HPC-21-0065  : 107 E 3rd Street 

Commercial Structure 

Request: Paint the building white, remove and replace two 4’x7’ windows with two vinyl 
windows on the west side of the building, and install four 4’x7’ windows on the 
north side of the building. 

Applicant: East SUQ Properties, LLC 

Location: 107 E 3rd Street 

Parcel Number: 5675-98-1498 

Attachment: 1.  Site Photos  
2.  Supplemental Materials 
3.  Location Map of Property 

 
The Commission should consider this request based upon general conformance with the Design Standards. 

Structure: This is a 1-story brick office building built in the mid 20th century. 

Project Analysis: This application is for the following work: 

a. Paint the building white. 
b. Remove and replace two 4’x7’ windows with two vinyl windows on the west 

side of the building 
c. Install four 4’x7’ windows on the north side of the building. 

 From the Design Standards (shortened to include only sections that apply): 

Chapter Title Pages 
3 Changes to Existing Buildings 43-67 

3.1.1 Historic character-defining wall features should be retained and protected 
including clapboards, corner boards, cornices, quoins, corbelling and other 
architectural detailing. 

3.1.4 Paint should not be applied to original unpainted wall surfaces. 
3.4.1 Retain and preserve historic windows and doors. All elements associated with 

historic windows and doors shall be retained and preserved including frames, 
trim, sashes, muntins, glass, lintels, shutters, and hardware. 

3.4.4 Replacement of a multi-light window with a single-pane sash or replacing multi-
sash windows with only one sash is prohibited. 
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3.4.11 Introduction of new window and door openings into the principal elevations of a 
structure is not recommended. If permitted, new openings should be 
proportionally the same as existing openings and should have matching sash, 
glass, sills, frames, casings, and muntin patterns. 

3.4.12 Sash, window panes, muntins, and rails shall not be replaced with those that are 
incompatible in size, configuration, and reflective qualities or alter the 
relationship between window and wall. 

3.7.1 Retain and preserve commercial storefronts and storefront details that 
contribute to the historic character of the building including display windows, 
recessed entryways, doors, transoms, corner posts, columns, and other 
decorative features. 

3.7.2 Retain and preserve historic materials including wood, stone, architectural metal, 
and cast iron. 

3.10.1 Original architectural components and details shall be retained whenever 
possible. 

3.10.4 Historic architectural components shall not be replaced with materials, such as 
plywood, vinyl, and aluminum that would not have been used in the original 
construction. 

3.11.1 Using high-quality paint, apply a sound paint film to surfaces that were 
historically painted. 

3.11.4 Painting architectural features such as trim, brackets, corner boards and 
moldings a different color than the body of the structure will accentuate these 
architectural details. 

 
Finding of Facts A: The applicant intends to paint the previously unpainted brick structure white. This is a 

non-contributing structure built in 1965, shortly before the creation of the Historic 
District.  Based on these findings of facts, the request is not congruous with the Historic 
Preservation Commission Design Standards. 

Possible Actions A: 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to East SUQ 
Properties, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 107 E 3rd Street.  The motion is 
based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic Preservation 
Commission Design Standards specifically, 3.1 – Exterior Walls, 3.7 – Storefronts, 3.10 – Architectural 
Details, 3.11 – Paint. 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to East SUQ 
Properties, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 107 E 3rd Street.  The motion is 
based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic Preservation 
Commission Design Standards specifically, 3.1 – Exterior Walls, 3.7 – Storefronts, 3.10 – Architectural 
Details, 3.11 – Paint.  I further move that the Historic Preservation Commission place the following 
conditions on the approval: 

OR 
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I move that the Historic Preservation Commission deny a Certificate of Appropriateness to East SUQ 
Properties, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 107 E 3rd Street.  The motion is 
based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is not congruous with the Historic Preservation 
Commission Design Standards specifically, 3.1 – Exterior Walls, 3.7 – Storefronts, 3.10 – Architectural 
Details, 3.11 – Paint. 

OR 

I move the commission continue this Certificate of Appropriateness application and invoke NC GS 160A-400.9(d), 
which allows the commission to request technical advice from the Historic Preservation Office (HPO) staff. I also 
move the commission seek guidance from the HPO regarding [detailed description of what information the 
commission is seeking from HPO that will aid them in making a defensible decision regarding the case]. We 
would like to remind the applicant pursuant to NC GS 160A-400.9(d), the HPO has 30 days from the date an 
official request is received from the commission to review and comment on the request. 

Finding of Facts B: The applicant intends to remove two 4’x7’ aluminum windows on the west side of the 
structure and replace them with two 4’x7’ vinyl windows.  Based on these findings of 
facts, the request is not congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission Design 
Standards. 

Possible Actions B: 
I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to East SUQ 
Properties, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 107 E 3rd Street.  The motion is 
based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic Preservation 
Commission Design Standards specifically, 3.4 – Windows and Doors, 3.7 – Storefronts, 3.10 Architectural 
Details. 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to East SUQ 
Properties, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 107 E 3rd Street.  The motion is 
based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic Preservation 
Commission Design Standards specifically, 3.4 – Windows and Doors, 3.7 – Storefronts, 3.10 Architectural 
Details.  I further move that the Historic Preservation Commission place the following conditions on the 
approval: 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission deny a Certificate of Appropriateness to East SUQ 
Properties, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 107 E 3rd Street.  The motion is 
based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is not congruous with the Historic Preservation 
Commission Design Standards specifically, 3.4 – Windows and Doors, 3.7 – Storefronts, 3.10 Architectural 
Details. 

OR 

I move the commission continue this Certificate of Appropriateness application and invoke NC GS 160A-400.9(d), 
which allows the commission to request technical advice from the Historic Preservation Office (HPO) staff. I also 
move the commission seek guidance from the HPO regarding [detailed description of what information the 
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commission is seeking from HPO that will aid them in making a defensible decision regarding the case]. We 
would like to remind the applicant pursuant to NC GS 160A-400.9(d), the HPO has 30 days from the date an 
official request is received from the commission to review and comment on the request. 

Finding of Facts C: The applicant intends to remove four 2’x7’ aluminum windows on the north side of the 
structure and replace them with four 4’x7’ vinyl windows. paint the previously unpainted 
brick structure white. This is a non-contributing structure built shortly before the 
creation of the Historic District.  Based on these findings of facts, the request is not 
congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission Design Standards. 

Possible Actions C: 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to East SUQ 
Properties, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 107 E 3rd Street.  The motion is 
based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic Preservation 
Commission Design Standards specifically, 3.4 – Windows and Doors, 3.7 – Storefronts, 3.10 Architectural 
Details. 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to East SUQ 
Properties, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 107 E 3rd Street.  The motion is 
based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic Preservation 
Commission Design Standards specifically, 3.4 – Windows and Doors, 3.7 – Storefronts, 3.10 Architectural 
Details.  I further move that the Historic Preservation Commission place the following conditions on the 
approval: 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission deny a Certificate of Appropriateness to East SUQ 
Properties, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 107 E 3rd Street.  The motion is 
based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is not congruous with the Historic Preservation 
Commission Design Standards specifically, 3.4 – Windows and Doors, 3.7 – Storefronts, 3.10 Architectural 
Details. 

OR 

I move the commission continue this Certificate of Appropriateness application and invoke NC GS 160A-400.9(d), 
which allows the commission to request technical advice from the Historic Preservation Office (HPO) staff. I also 
move the commission seek guidance from the HPO regarding [detailed description of what information the 
commission is seeking from HPO that will aid them in making a defensible decision regarding the case]. We 
would like to remind the applicant pursuant to NC GS 160A-400.9(d), the HPO has 30 days from the date an 
official request is received from the commission to review and comment on the request. 
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ADJACENT PROPERTY OWNERS
424 WATER ST

HPC - JULY 6, 2021

OWNER NAME MAILING ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP
BEACON STREET MOSS EAST LLC 3126 SUSSEX RD RALEIGH NC 27607
BEACON STREET MOSS LLC PO BOX 6474 RALEIGH NC 27628
EVANS CLIFTON DENNIS 2424 NC 111-122 S TARBORO NC 27886
MARY & CAROL NUNNALLY 501 E MAIN STREET WASHINGTON NC 27889
GRAY ALLEN BAHNSON PO BOX 422 WASHINGTON NC 27889
JARDONE THOMAS J 423 E MAIN ST WASHINGTON NC 27889
CHARLES & PEGGY MOSELEY 424 WATER ST WASHINGTON NC 27889
DAVID & ELIZABETH REYNOLDS 427 EAST MAIN STREET WASHINGTON NC 27889
PHILIP & CHRISTY WICKS 431 E MAIN ST WASHINGTON NC 27889
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ADJACENT PROPERTY OWNER 
 

DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION 

June 25, 2021 
 
Re: Certificate of Appropriateness – 424 Water Street 

Dear Adjoining Property Owner, 

Whenever exterior renovation work is being conducted in the Washington Historic District all property owners 
within 100 feet of the proposed construction activities are required to be notified by the City of Washington.  
According to the application submitted by the applicant, your property is located adjacent to the above subject 
property. 

A request has been made by Charles & Peggy Moseley for a Certificate of Appropriateness to make the 
following alterations to the property located at 424 Water Street. 

1. Construct a new single family residence 

If you would like to see plans for this work, please visit the City Planning Office prior to the meeting.  
Additionally, the full application will be available on the city website on the Friday prior to the meeting.  You are 
welcomed and encouraged to attend the regularly scheduled meeting of the Washington Historic Commission.  
Please note the following date, time and place: 

DATE: TUESDAY, July 6, 2021 

PLACE: CITY HALL – MUNICIPAL BUILDING, 102 EAST SECOND STREET.  (ENTER FROM 
THE MARKET STREET SIDE OF THE BUILDING AND GO TO THE SECOND FLOOR.) 

TIME: 6:00 pm 

In the meantime, should you have any questions please feel free to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

 
Domini Cunningham, PLA, CZO 
Historic Preservation Planner 
City of Washington 
dcunningham@washingtonnc.gov 
252-946-0897 
 
Cc: Mike Dail, Community and Cultural Services Director 
 Mike Weldin, Chief Building Inspector 

mailto:dcunningham@washingtonnc.gov
mailto:dcunningham@washingtonnc.gov
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT &REQUEST FOR ACTION  

 
 

Tuesday, July 6, 2021 – 6:00 PM 

 

HPC-21-0073: 424 Water St 

New Residence 

Request: Construct a new residence 

Applicant: Charles & Peggy Moseley 

Location: 424 Water St 

Parcel Number: 5685-06-2743 

Attachment: 1.  Site Photos  
2.  Supplemental Materials 
3.  Location Map of Property 

 
The Commission should consider this request based upon general conformance with the Design Standards. 

Structure: This new construction single-family home will be characterized as two-story home with 
three bays at the front with a porch covered by a second story balcony. A railing will 
surround the balcony. An entrance to the garage will be located on the ground floor on 
the right side of the home. The primary structure is capped by a gabled roof with a 
window on the front façade. 

Project Analysis: The applicant intends to build a new single-family home at the listed address.  

 From the Design Standards (shortened to include only sections that apply): 

Chapter Title Pages 
4 Streetscape and Site Design 69-83 

4.1.4 In adding new landscaping, native and commonly occurring vegetation is 
recommended. New plant materials shall be appropriate in species and scale to 
existing plant materials in the immediate vicinity. 

4.1.5 Shrubbery planted along building edges and property lines shall have a mature 
height of less than six (6) feet. 

4.1.6 Trees, shrubs and fencing shall be used to screen service areas, garbage 
enclosures and, whenever possible, parking areas. 

4.1.7 When undertaking new construction, significant trees or vegetation shall be 
preserved. 

4.2.1 The design of lighting fixtures and poles shall be compatible in size, scale, 
material and brightness with the structure, landscape, and neighborhood setting. 

4.2.6 Utility lines, including electricity to lighting fixtures, should be buried whenever 
possible. 
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4.3.3 Parking in residential areas should be to the rear of the structure whenever 
possible. Parking in front yards is not permitted. 

4.3.10 Driveways on residential properties within the Historic District shall be composed 
of either concrete, brick, asphalt, crushed stone, or compacted and crushed 
oyster shells. Loose material is prohibited in commercial areas. 

4.3.11 When loose material is used for driveways or parking, the perimeter of such shall 
be clearly defined by an edging material. 

4.3.14 Curb-cuts must be located in accordance with City Code and shall be kept to the 
smallest openings that are functional. 

4.3.18 Walkways and steps shall be compatible to the architectural style and character 
of the structure located on the property. 

4.3.19 Front walks in residential areas shall lead directly from the public sidewalk to the 
front door of the structure. 

4.3.20 Walks shall be flush with the grade of the front yard and with the public 
sidewalk. 

Chapter Title Pages 
5 New Construction 85-95 

5.2.1  The height of new construction shall be compatible with other residential 
buildings in the district when measured from the current Base Flood Elevation 
(BFE). 

5.2.2 Oversized or monumental residential construction is not prevalent in the district 
and should be avoided. Only in special cases and in strategic locations should this 
type of architecture be permitted. 

5.2.3 In order to retain a continuous block face, new homes should not be built farther 
back than an average of its neighbors along the same side of the street within the 
same block face, even if permitted by zoning code. 

5.2.4 Main entrances should be clearly evident and should be oriented toward the 
sidewalk and street. If possible, new buildings should include a front porch or 
portico. 

5.2.5 New construction projects should follow the site features and district setting 
standards found in Chapter 4 of this document. 

5.2.6 The design of a new building should not attempt to create a false historic 
appearance, but rather complement the existing district. New construction 
should have its own character and style. 

5.2. 7 The fenestration of a new building should reflect that of existing historic 
structures within a district and be compatible in proportion, shape, location, 
pattern and size. 

5.2.8 Architectural details such as cornices, trim, windows and doors should reflect the 
scale of buildings in the existing historic district. 

5.2.9 New homes within the district should be built with approved materials. Modern 
materials, if used, should be similar in appearance and texture traditional 
materials. 
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5.2.10 If vinyl-clad windows are used, they must have permanent exterior muntins to 
match the existing windows. 

5.2.11 Aluminum and vinyl siding are prohibited on new construction. 
5.2.12 There are a variety of roof forms in the district including gable, hip, and gambrel. 

The roof forms used on new construction should relate to neighboring buildings 
in form and material. 

5.4.2 Decks shall not, when feasible, be visible from the public right-of-way. New decks 
should be constructed in inconspicuous locations, usually on the building's rear 
elevation. 

5.4.3  Design and detail decks and associated railings and steps to reflect materials, 
scale, and proportions of the building. 

5.4.4 New decks should be painted or stained in a color that is compatible with the 
historic structure and district. 

 
Finding of Facts: The applicant intends to build a new single-family home at the listed address. The 

property owner is following all design standards. The proposed structure crosses the 
front yard setback on the east side of the property by 4 feet. The applicant will need to 
obtain a variance for the encroachment into the front yard setback from the Board of 
Adjustment. Based on these findings of facts, the request is congruous with the Historic 
Preservation Commission Design Standards. 

Possible Actions: 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to Charles & Peggy 
Moseley to make the above changes on the property located at 424 Water St.  The motion is based on the 
following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission Design 
Standards specifically, 4.1 – Landscaping, 4.2 – Lighting, 4.3 – Parking, Driveways and Sidewalks, 5.2 – 
Residential Construction, 5.4 – Decks. 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to Charles & Peggy 
Moseley to make the above changes on the property located at 424 Water St.  The motion is based on the 
following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission Design 
Standards specifically, 4.1 – Landscaping, 4.2 – Lighting, 4.3 – Parking, Driveways and Sidewalks, 5.2 – 
Residential Construction, 5.4 – Decks.  I further move that the Historic Preservation Commission place the 
following conditions on the approval: 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission deny a Certificate of Appropriateness to Charles & Peggy 
Moseley to make the above changes on the property located at 424 Water St.  The motion is based on the 
following Findings of Facts:  the application is not congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission 
Design Standards specifically, 4.1 – Landscaping, 4.2 – Lighting, 4.3 – Parking, Driveways and Sidewalks, 
5.2 – Residential Construction, 5.4 – Decks. 

OR 
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I move the commission continue this Certificate of Appropriateness application and invoke NC GS 160A-400.9(d), 
which allows the commission to request technical advice from the Historic Preservation Office (HPO) staff. I also 
move the commission seek guidance from the HPO regarding [detailed description of what information the 
commission is seeking from HPO that will aid them in making a defensible decision regarding the case]. We 
would like to remind the applicant pursuant to NC GS 160A-400.9(d), the HPO has 30 days from the date an 
official request is received from the commission to review and comment on the request. 

 



 

226 East Water Street 

 

 Widen the front porch and roof. 
 Build a deck at the back door and a 

4’x4’ outdoor shower. 
 Demolish garage in the backyard 
 Remove 3 trees and replace with new 

trees if required 
 Remove two windows on the back of 

the house and one on the side of the 
house. One window will be installed 
on the back of the house and a 
frosted privacy window will be 
installed on the side of the house. 

 Remove rear canopy and replace with 
black metal awning  
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CERTIFICATE OF 
APPROPRIATENESS 
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 

HISTORIC PRESERVATION PLANNING

PROJECT CATEGORIES (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY): 
Exterior Alteration Addition 

This document does not constitute the issuance of a Building Permit.  It is 
the responsibility of the applicant to obtain all necessary permits before 
commencing work.  Contact the Inspections Department at 
252-975-9304.New Construction Demolition 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION: 
Attached 8-1/2" X 11" sheets with written descriptions and drawings, photographs, and other graphic information necessary to 
completely describe the project.  Use the checklist below to ensure that your application is complete.  INCOMPLETE 
APPLICATIONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.  (Leave the checkbox blank if the item is not applicable). 

SITE PLAN / PLOT PLAN (if applicable). A plot plan showing the relationship of buildings, additions, sidewalks, drives, trees, 
property lines, etc. must be provided if your project includes any addition, demolition, fences, walls, or other landscape 
work.  Show accurate measurements.  You may also use a copy of the survey that you received when you bought your 
property.  Revise the copy as needed to show existing conditions and your proposed work. 

DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS (provide samples if appropriate). 

Photographs of existing conditions. 

DRAWINGS showing proposed work.  Include one set of full size drawings when available. 

PLAN drawings. 

ELEVATION drawings showing the new façade(s). 

DIMENSIONS shown on drawings. 

8-1/2" X 11" REDUCTIONS of full-size drawings.  If reduced size is so small as to be illegible, make 8-1/2" X 11"
snapshots of individual drawings on the big sheet.  Photocopy reductions may be obtained from a number of
blueprinting and photocopying businesses.

STATE AND FEDERAL TAX CREDITS/FUNDS OR CAMA PERMITS.  If you are applying for any of these programs, you must 
include a copy of your letter or permit from the State. 
BLACK INK.  Your application must be prepared in black ink on 8-1/2" X 11" sheets so that it can be copied for commission 
members.  Applications prepared in blue, red, or other colored inks and/or pencil copy poorly and will be not accepted. 
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ADJACENT PROPERTY OWNERS
226 WATER ST

HPC - JULY 6, 2021

OWNER NAME MAILING ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP
LITCHFIELD HOLDINGS LLC 135 HARBOR RD WASHINGTON NC 27889
IBX DEVELOPMENT LLC 1589 W 5TH ST WASHINGTON NC 27889
JOHN & JURGITA CARBONE 214 EAST WATER STREET WASHINGTON NC 27889
TERRY & ELIZABETH SWEATLAND 219 EAST MAIN STREET WASHINGTON NC 27889
EJF LAND REVOCABLE TRUST 221 EAST MAIN STREET WASHINGTON NC 27889
TOLER WILLIAM W 224 EAST WATER STREET WASHINGTON NC 27889
DOUGLAS & HELLE BIDLE 225 E MAIN STREET WASHINGTON NC 27889
JSR PARTNERS INC 229 WATER ST WASHINGTON NC 27889
VANN & COLLEEN KNIGHT 231 EAST MAIN STREET WASHINGTON NC 27889
JOHN & CAROLE COLLIER 231 WATER ST WASHINGTON NC 27889
ROBERSON BOBBY E 235 E MAIN ST WASHINGTON NC 27889
CLERESTORY DESIGN LLC 238 E MAIN ST WASHINGTON NC 27889
RICHARD & PATRICIA KLANN 239 E MAIN STREET WASHINGTON NC 27889
FORTESCUE INVESTMENT GROUP LLC 444 STEWART PKWY WASHINGTON NC 27889
DOTSON VICKIE D 620 DUCK CREEK ROAD WASHINGTON NC 27889
BEAUFORT COUNTY PO BOX 1027 WASHINGTON NC 27889
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ADJACENT PROPERTY OWNER 
 

DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION 

June 25, 2021 
 
Re: Certificate of Appropriateness – 226 Water Street 

Dear Adjoining Property Owner, 

Whenever exterior renovation work is being conducted in the Washington Historic District all property owners 
within 100 feet of the proposed construction activities are required to be notified by the City of Washington.  
According to the application submitted by the applicant, your property is located adjacent to the above subject 
property. 

A request has been made by Fortescue Investment Group LLC for a Certificate of Appropriateness to 
make the following alterations to the property located at 226 Water Street. 

1. Widen the front porch and roof. 
2. Build a deck at the back door and a 4’x4’ outdoor shower. 
3. Demolish garage in the backyard 
4. Remove 3 trees and replace with new trees if required 
5. Remove two windows on the back of the house and one on the side of the house. One 

window will be installed on the back of the house and a frosted privacy window will be 
installed on the side of the house. 

6. Remove rear canopy and replace with black metal awning. 
If you would like to see plans for this work, please visit the City Planning Office prior to the meeting.  
Additionally, the full application will be available on the city website on the Friday prior to the meeting.  You are 
welcomed and encouraged to attend the regularly scheduled meeting of the Washington Historic Commission.  
Please note the following date, time and place: 

DATE: TUESDAY, July 6, 2021 
PLACE: CITY HALL – MUNICIPAL BUILDING, 102 EAST SECOND STREET.  (ENTER FROM 

THE MARKET STREET SIDE OF THE BUILDING AND GO TO THE SECOND FLOOR.) 
TIME: 6:00 pm 

In the meantime, should you have any questions please feel free to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

 
Domini Cunningham, PLA, CZO 
Historic Preservation Planner 
City of Washington 
dcunningham@washingtonnc.gov 
252-946-0897 
 
Cc: Mike Dail, Community and Cultural Services Director 
 Mike Weldin, Chief Building Inspector 

mailto:dcunningham@washingtonnc.gov
mailto:dcunningham@washingtonnc.gov
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT &REQUEST FOR ACTION  

 
 

Tuesday, July 6, 2021 – 6:00 PM 

 

HPC-21-0074  : 226 Water Street 

Fortescue Investment Group, LLC Property 

Request: Widen the front porch and roof, build a deck at the back door and a 4’x4’ 
outdoor shower, demolish the garage in the backyard, remove 3 trees and 
replace with new trees if required, remove two windows on the back of the 
house and one on the side of the house to be replaced with one at the back and 
a frosted privacy window on the side of the house, and remove the rear canopy 
and replace with a black metal awning 

Applicant: Fortescue Investment Group, LLC 

Location: 226 Water Street 

Parcel Number: 5675-97-1267 

Attachment: 1.  Site Photos  
2.  Supplemental Materials 
3.  Location Map of Property 

 
The Commission should consider this request based upon general conformance with the Design Standards. 

Structure: This structure is a 1-story frame house built in the mid-20th century. 

Project Analysis: This application is for the following work: 

a. Widen the front porch and roof. 
b. Build a deck at the back door and a 4’x4’ outdoor shower. 
c. Demolish garage in the backyard  
d. Remove 3 trees and replace with new trees if required 
e. Remove two windows on the back of the house and one on the side of the 

house. One window will be installed on the back of the house and a frosted 
privacy window will be installed on the side of the house. 

f. Remove rear canopy and replace with black metal awning. 

 From the Design Standards (shortened to include only sections that apply): 

Chapter Title Pages 
3 Changes to Existing Buildings 43-67 

3.4.1 Retain and preserve historic windows and doors. All elements associated with 
historic windows and doors shall be retained and preserved including frames, 
trim, sashes, muntins, glass, lintels, shutters, and hardware. 
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3.4.2 Windows and doors should be repaired when necessary by splicing or patching 
only the deteriorated section to match the original. 

3.4.3 If replacement of a window or door unit is necessary, the new unit should be 
replaced to match the original in size, scale, material, detail, pane and/or panel 
configurations. 

3.4.4 Replacement of a multi-light window with a single-pane sash or replacing multi-
sash windows with only one sash is prohibited. 

3.4.10 Replacing transparent windows or doors with tinted or frosted glass is 
prohibited. 

3.4.11 Introduction of new window and door openings into the principal elevations of a 
structure is not recommended. If permitted, new openings should be 
proportionally the same as existing openings and should have matching sash, 
glass, sills, frames, casings, and muntin patterns. 

3.4.12 Sash, window panes, muntins, and rails shall not be replaced with those that are 
incompatible in size, configuration, and reflective qualities or alter the 
relationship between window and wall. 

3.4.13 Permanently filling in existing window or door openings is prohibited. 
3.4.14 Replacing or covering window or door openings with plywood is strongly 

discouraged. All temporary boarded-up windows & doors which will remain in 
place for more than thirty (30) days must be painted with a neutral color. 

3.4.15 Canvas awnings can be installed over windows and doors if they are historically 
appropriate. Awnings should fit within the frame of the window and be installed 
in a manner that does not obscure or hide any historic materials. See 4.5 for 
further details 

3.5.1 Retain and preserve historic roofs and roofing materials including Its overall 
design, shape, pitch, and line. 

3.5.2 Character defining elements of historic roofs should be retained and preserved 
including dormer windows, chimneys, turrets, cupolas, and parapet walls. Eave 
overhangs, moldings and trim, and soffit boards should also be retained and 
preserved. 

3.5.3 Roofs on historic structures are often characterized by their historic material 
including clay tiles, slate or wood shingles, and metal. These materials should be 
retained and preserved, whenever economically feasible. 

3.5.4 The use of white or very light colored shingles is strongly discouraged. 
3.5.5 Changing the historic character of the building by adding roof elements that are 

not historically accurate such as dormer windows, vents, or skylights is 
prohibited. 

3.6.1 Entryways and porches are important character-defining elements of a historic 
structure and should be retained and preserved. Important elements include 
steps, columns, balustrades. doors, railings, brackets, roofs, cornices and 
entablatures. 

3.6.2 If replacement of a porch element is necessary, replace only the deteriorated or 
missing detail with new materials that match the design of the original as closely 
as possible 
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3.6.4 Reconstruction of missing or extensively deteriorated porches is encouraged. 
Reconstructed porches shall be based on documentary evidence. If adequate 
documentation is not available, a new design is appropriate if it is compatible 
with the style and period of the building. 

3.6.5 It is prohibited to enclose porches on primary elevations. Porches on rear 
elevations not seen from the public right-of-way may be screened or enclosed 
only if the work is designed so that it can be installed or removed without 
damage to the historic structure. 

3.6.6 Repairs to porches using materials incompatible with the original materials are 
not allowed. For example, metal supports shall not be used as substitutes for 
wood columns, plywood shall not be substituted for beaded board ceilings, and 
concrete shall not be used as a substitute for tongue-and-groove wood flooring. 

3.6.7 The installation of temporary features to aid the handicapped and disabled is 
recommended if the features are added to a non-character defining elevation of 
a structure and designed so that it can be installed or removed without damage 
to the historic structure. 

3.9.1 Retain and preserve historic side and rear elevations and their architectural 
features. 

3.9.4 Residential features such as window boxes, window air conditioning units, etc., 
should be located on rear or side elevations and should be appropriate to the 
style of the historic structure. Small satellite dishes or television antennas should 
be as inconspicuous as possible, preferably begin located on rooftops 

3.10.1 Original architectural components and details shall be retained whenever 
possible. 
Chapter Title Pages 

4 Streetscape & Site Design 68-84 

4.1.8 A Certificate of Appropriateness is required for the removal of live trees with a 
diameter of six (6) inches or greater. Removal of significant trees should only be 
done if it has disease or storm damage, or is a safety hazard to historic 
structures. 

4.1.9 If a diseased, storm damaged or safety hazard tree is removed, it should be 
replaced by a suitable species, as designated in an approved landscaping plan. 
The tree replacement must occur within one (1) year of removal, preferable 
between the dates of September 1st and March 1st to encourage survival. 
Should the replacement tree die, the tree shall be continuously replaced until it 
survives. 

4.5.7 Canvas awnings can be installed over windows and doors if they are historically 
appropriate. Awnings should fit within the frame of the window and be installed 
in a manner that does not obscure or hide any historic materials. 

4.5.8 Continuous awnings or awnings that cover architectural features such as piers or 
columns, are not appropriate. 

4.5.9 Residentially used awnings should be made of either canvas, vinyl-coated canvas, 
or acrylic. Metal awnings shall be placed only on post-World War II homes. 
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4.5.10 Awnings should be mounted within the window opening, directly on the frame. 
On masonry structures, attachments for awnings should be made in the mortar 
joints and not in the brick itself. 
Chapter Title Pages 

5 New Construction 85-94 

5.3.1 Additions should be located to the rear or non-character defining elevation. With 
historic residential structures, additions should be placed in a manner that they 
are not clearly seen from the public right-of-way. Landscaping can often be used 
to minimize the visual impact that additions may have to the historic structure. 

5.3.2 New additions should not remove, damage, or obscure character-defining 
architectural feature. 

5.3.3 Additions should be compatible in materials, design, roof form, and proportion to 
the main structure. However, new additions should be constructed at a scale 
smaller than the historic structure so as not to overpower the existing historic 
building. 

5.3.6 Additions to historic structures should be clearly identifiable as such. Additions 
should be set back and constructed at a smaller scale than the original building. 
Architectural details should complement the main structure but should be clearly 
differentiated. 

5.3.4 Additions, like new construction, are representative of the time in which they are 
built. Therefore, contemporary designs are permitted, but should always be 
compatible with the existing historic structure. 

5.3.5 An addition should never mimic or recreate the architecture of the primary 
historic structure. 

5.3.9 Significant trees or other landscape should not be removed or damaged when 
constructing an addition. 

5.4.1 A deck shall be designed and constructed so that the historic structure and its 
character-defining features and details are not damaged or obscured. Install 
decks so they can be removed in the future without damage to the structure. 

5.4.2 Decks shall not, when feasible, be visible from the public right-of-way. New decks 
should be constructed in inconspicuous locations, usually on the building's rear 
elevation. 

5.4.3  Design and detail decks and associated railings and steps to reflect materials, 
scale, and proportions of the building. 

5.4.4 New decks should be painted or stained in a color that is compatible with the 
historic structure and district 
Chapter Title Pages 

6 Demolition & Relocation 95-99 

6.1.1 Prior to undertaking demolition work, the property owner shall approach the 
Historic Preservation Commission to determine the historic significance of the 
structure and its relationship to the district. 
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6.1.2 If the HPC determines that the structure is historically significant, it shall delay 
the demolition for an appropriate time in order for staff and the Commission to 
work with the property owner to seek viable alternatives to demolition. 
Alternatives to demolition include, among other things: 
• If a building is in disrepair, working with the property owner to develop a 

rehabilitation plan and identify funding assistance such as rehabilitation 
tax credits that would allow the building to be rehabilitated. 

• If a building does not fit the owner's required needs, determining if the 
structure could be adaptively reused. 

• Working with the property owner to locate a buyer who will use the 
property without demolishing the structure. 

• As a last resort, finding a suitable location within the district for the 
historic building to be moved and working with the property owner to 
develop a plan for relocation. 

6.1.3 If all alternatives for preservation have been exhausted, the HPC shall work with 
the owner to make a permanent record of the historic resource including 
photography, an architectural description of the building, chain of title, floor and 
site plans, or collection of other historic documentation that is available. Since 
Washington is a Certified Local Government, it must make an annual report to 
the Department of Archives and History that includes a list of all demolitions and 
provide historic data on the demolished properties. 

6.1.4 When a demolition is proposed, the applicant must submit a landscaping plan 
illustrating proposed landscaping and other site development to be completed 
within six (6) months after demolition. 

 
Finding of Facts A:  The applicant intends to widen the front porch and the roof over the porch to be the 

same width as the front of the house. This enlargement of the front porch and roof is 
considered to be an addition at the front of the property Based on these findings of facts, 
the request is not congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission Design 
Standards. 

Possible Actions A: 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to Fortescue 
Investment Group, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 226 Water Street.  The 
motion is based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic 
Preservation Commission Design Standards specifically, 3.5 – Roof, 3.6 – Porches and Entryways, and 5.3 - 
Additions. 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to Fortescue 
Investment Group, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 226 Water Street.  The 
motion is based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic 
Preservation Commission Design Standards specifically, 3.5 – Roof, 3.6 – Porches and Entryways, and 5.3 - 
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Additions.  I further move that the Historic Preservation Commission place the following conditions on the 
approval: 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission deny a Certificate of Appropriateness to Fortescue 
Investment Group, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 226 Water Street.  The 
motion is based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is not congruous with the Historic 
Preservation Commission Design Standards specifically, 3.5 – Roof, 3.6 – Porches and Entryways, and 5.3 - 
Additions. 

OR 

I move the commission continue this Certificate of Appropriateness application and invoke NC GS 160A-400.9(d), 
which allows the commission to request technical advice from the Historic Preservation Office (HPO) staff. I also 
move the commission seek guidance from the HPO regarding [detailed description of what information the 
commission is seeking from HPO that will aid them in making a defensible decision regarding the case]. We 
would like to remind the applicant pursuant to NC GS 160A-400.9(d), the HPO has 30 days from the date an 
official request is received from the commission to review and comment on the request. 

 
Finding of Facts B:  The applicant intends to build a deck with a 4’x4’ outdoor shower at the rear of the 

property. Outdoor showers are not specifically covered in the Design Standards.  Based 
on these findings of facts, the request is congruous with the Historic Preservation 
Commission Design Standards. 

Possible Actions B: 
I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to Fortescue 
Investment Group, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 226 Water Street.  The 
motion is based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic 
Preservation Commission Design Standards specifically, 5.3 – Additions, and 5.4 - Decks. 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to Fortescue 
Investment Group, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 226 Water Street.  The 
motion is based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic 
Preservation Commission Design Standards specifically, 5.3 – Additions, and 5.4 - Decks.  I further move 
that the Historic Preservation Commission place the following conditions on the approval: 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission deny a Certificate of Appropriateness to Fortescue 
Investment Group, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 226 Water Street.  The 
motion is based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is not congruous with the Historic 
Preservation Commission Design Standards specifically, 5.3 – Additions, and 5.4 - Decks. 

OR 

I move the commission continue this Certificate of Appropriateness application and invoke NC GS 160A-400.9(d), 
which allows the commission to request technical advice from the Historic Preservation Office (HPO) staff. I also 
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move the commission seek guidance from the HPO regarding [detailed description of what information the 
commission is seeking from HPO that will aid them in making a defensible decision regarding the case]. We 
would like to remind the applicant pursuant to NC GS 160A-400.9(d), the HPO has 30 days from the date an 
official request is received from the commission to review and comment on the request. 

Finding of Facts C:  The applicant intends to demolish a detached garage at the rear of the property. The 
detached garage is not listed in the inventory of properties in the district. the structure 
encroaches onto a neighboring property to the west.  Based on these findings of facts, 
the request is congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission Design Standards. 

Possible Actions C: 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to Fortescue 
Investment Group, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 226 Water Street.  The 
motion is based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic 
Preservation Commission Design Standards specifically, 6.1 - Demolition. 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to Fortescue 
Investment Group, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 226 Water Street.  The 
motion is based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic 
Preservation Commission Design Standards specifically, 6.1 - Demolition.  I further move that the Historic 
Preservation Commission place the following conditions on the approval: 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission deny a Certificate of Appropriateness to Fortescue 
Investment Group, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 226 Water Street.  The 
motion is based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is not congruous with the Historic 
Preservation Commission Design Standards specifically, 6.1 - Demolition. 

OR 

I move the commission continue this Certificate of Appropriateness application and invoke NC GS 160A-400.9(d), 
which allows the commission to request technical advice from the Historic Preservation Office (HPO) staff. I also 
move the commission seek guidance from the HPO regarding [detailed description of what information the 
commission is seeking from HPO that will aid them in making a defensible decision regarding the case]. We 
would like to remind the applicant pursuant to NC GS 160A-400.9(d), the HPO has 30 days from the date an 
official request is received from the commission to review and comment on the request. 

Finding of Facts D:  The applicant intends to remove three large trees, a dogwood in the front yard, a 
catauba in the side yard and a aligustrum in the backyard. The applicant is willing to 
replace these trees. Based on these findings of facts, the request is congruous with the 
Historic Preservation Commission Design Standards. 

Possible Actions D: 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to Fortescue 
Investment Group, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 226 Water Street.  The 
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motion is based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic 
Preservation Commission Design Standards specifically, 4.1 – Landscaping. 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to Fortescue 
Investment Group, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 226 Water Street.  The 
motion is based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic 
Preservation Commission Design Standards specifically, 4.1 – Landscaping.  I further move that the Historic 
Preservation Commission place the following conditions on the approval: 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission deny a Certificate of Appropriateness to Fortescue 
Investment Group, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 226 Water Street.  The 
motion is based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is not congruous with the Historic 
Preservation Commission Design Standards specifically, 4.1 – Landscaping. 

OR 

I move the commission continue this Certificate of Appropriateness application and invoke NC GS 160A-400.9(d), 
which allows the commission to request technical advice from the Historic Preservation Office (HPO) staff. I also 
move the commission seek guidance from the HPO regarding [detailed description of what information the 
commission is seeking from HPO that will aid them in making a defensible decision regarding the case]. We 
would like to remind the applicant pursuant to NC GS 160A-400.9(d), the HPO has 30 days from the date an 
official request is received from the commission to review and comment on the request. 

Finding of Facts E:  The applicant intends to remove two windows on the back of the house, one in the 
kitchen and another for a bedroom. The kitchen window will remain while the bedroom 
window will be enclosed. Another window on the west side of the home for a bathroom 
will also be removed and replaced with a frosted privacy window. Based on these 
findings of facts, the request is not congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission 
Design Standards. 

Possible Actions E: 
I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to Fortescue 
Investment Group, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 226 Water Street.  The 
motion is based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic 
Preservation Commission Design Standards specifically, 3.4 – Windows and Doors. 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to Fortescue 
Investment Group, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 226 Water Street.  The 
motion is based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic 
Preservation Commission Design Standards specifically, 3.4 – Windows and Doors.  I further move that the 
Historic Preservation Commission place the following conditions on the approval: 

OR 
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I move that the Historic Preservation Commission deny a Certificate of Appropriateness to Fortescue 
Investment Group, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 226 Water Street.  The 
motion is based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is not congruous with the Historic 
Preservation Commission Design Standards specifically, 3.4 – Windows and Doors. 

OR 

I move the commission continue this Certificate of Appropriateness application and invoke NC GS 160A-400.9(d), 
which allows the commission to request technical advice from the Historic Preservation Office (HPO) staff. I also 
move the commission seek guidance from the HPO regarding [detailed description of what information the 
commission is seeking from HPO that will aid them in making a defensible decision regarding the case]. We 
would like to remind the applicant pursuant to NC GS 160A-400.9(d), the HPO has 30 days from the date an 
official request is received from the commission to review and comment on the request. 

Finding of Facts F:  The applicant intends to remove the canopy at the rear of the house and replace it with 
a black metal awning over the rear door. The Beaufort County building summary lists the 
structure as being built in 1944 while WWII ended in 1945.  Based on these findings of 
facts, the request is not congruous with the Historic Preservation Commission Design 
Standards. 

Possible Actions F: 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to Fortescue 
Investment Group, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 226 Water Street.  The 
motion is based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic 
Preservation Commission Design Standards specifically, 3.4 – Windows and Doors. 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission grant a Certificate of Appropriateness to Fortescue 
Investment Group, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 226 Water Street.  The 
motion is based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is congruous with the Historic 
Preservation Commission Design Standards specifically, 3.4 – Windows and Doors.  I further move that the 
Historic Preservation Commission place the following conditions on the approval: 

OR 

I move that the Historic Preservation Commission deny a Certificate of Appropriateness to Fortescue 
Investment Group, LLC to make the above changes on the property located at 226 Water Street.  The 
motion is based on the following Findings of Facts:  the application is not congruous with the Historic 
Preservation Commission Design Standards specifically, 3.4 – Windows and Doors. 

OR 

I move the commission continue this Certificate of Appropriateness application and invoke NC GS 160A-400.9(d), 
which allows the commission to request technical advice from the Historic Preservation Office (HPO) staff. I also 
move the commission seek guidance from the HPO regarding [detailed description of what information the 
commission is seeking from HPO that will aid them in making a defensible decision regarding the case]. We 
would like to remind the applicant pursuant to NC GS 160A-400.9(d), the HPO has 30 days from the date an 
official request is received from the commission to review and comment on the request. 
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1. A request has been made by Alan & Jeanne Gindoff, owners of 625 E 2nd Street for a 
Certificate of Appropriateness for the following: 

a. Install a new privacy fence (June 1, 2021 Correction) 

b. HVAC change-out 

2. A request has been made by Jan Blackburn, owner of 202 S Academy Street, for a 
Certificate of Appropriateness to add a screen to the rear porch. 

3. A request has been made by William Potosky, owner of 189 W Main Street, for a 
Certificate of Appropriateness to install a new sign. 

4. A request has been made by Tom Cechulston, owner of 116 N Market Street, for a 
Certificate of Appropriateness to repair the upper level windows. 

5. A request has been made by Ana Joyner, owner of 229 Water Street, for a Certificate 
of Appropriateness to install wooden window shutters. 

6. A request has been made by Virginia Finnerty, owner of 400 E Main Street, for a 
Certificate of Appropriateness to install a 5’ wooden picket fence for the new pool. 

7. A request has been made by America Chavez, owner of 139 E Main Street, for a 
Certificate of Appropriateness to install a new sign. 

8. A request has been made by Steven & Victoria Rader, owners of 113 S Harvey Street, 
for a Certificate of Appropriateness to make exterior repairs with like materials. 

9. A request has been made by Carole Kenner, owner of 718 E Main Street, for a 
Certificate of Appropriateness to change-out an HVAC system. 

10. A request has been made  by Addled Dad, LLC, owner of 217 W Main Street, for a 
Certificate of Appropriateness to install a new sign on the river facing side of the 
building. 
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